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Using a Potent
method of guided imagerY, You will

coniure theraPisfs,
healers, and endless UtoPias in

Your waking dreams
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especially since they do not attempt to
replace psychotherapy in any way, shape,
or form. lf you have a history of emotional
or psychiatric problems, however, or if you
feel at all uncomfortable about any of the
exercises, we suggest that you check with
your therapist or psychiatrist before pro-
ceeding. In such a case, you might wish
to carry out the high lucidity exercises
under his or her clinical guidance.

We also want to emPhasize that our
dream healer exercise in no way re-
places conventional medical treatment.
lf you have cancer, AIDS, or some other
very serious i l lness, we suggest that you
practice tfrese techniques only with the
help of a guided-rmagery professional
referred to you by your personal physi-
cian or by a teaching hospital, and in
conjunction with all recommended med-
ical procedures.

Please remember, the best waY to
master high lucid dreaming is one step
at a time. Give yourself t ime to focus on
each of the exercises, and don't rush any
of them. Although the regimen described
in the following pages is designed to be
carried out in ten days, do not feel con-
strained if you prefer to take longer.
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6The Gumby character,
master of a surrealistic, flexible reality, responds

to ifs dreamlike ex7erience
with good humor, imagination, and ease.9

We do not recommend comPleting the
exercises in less than ten days, however,
or trying to squeeze an entire week's
worth of exercises into one weekend. Al-
though most of the exercises we present
are conceptually simple, their combined
impact could be Profound.

We recommend that You allow Your
abilities to evolve gradually, giving your-
self an opportunity to adiust. Moreover,
since high lucid dreams, much like ordi-
nary dreams, reflect your current mood,
a balanced approach should increase
your enjoyment and the overall scope of
your adventures.

Finally, please do not be discouraged
if you do not immediately have vivid wak-
ing dreams. Achieving this altered state
takes considerable practice. We recom-
mend that once you have learned the
basic technique on daYs one, two, and
three, you continue oracticing on a nightly
basis throughout at least the next two
weeks. We have every expectation that
by following these procedures, you wil l
eventually learn to enter the intense state
of high lucidity directly from waking con-
sciousness, claiming ever more power
over your l i fe and Your dreams-

A TEN.DAY JOURNEY TO THE LAND
OF WAKING DREAMS

During,the next three days you will de-
scend through layers of consciousness
until you have learned to generate im-
ages as rich and evocative as those in
your nightly dreams.

DAY ONE: ALTERED STATES

On day one you will learn the tech-
nique of alert relaxation, in which the body
enters a state of deep relaxation while the
mind remains acutely alert. While in the
altered state of alert relaxation, you will
remain mentally alert while slowly be-
coming so relaxed that, in a physical
sense, you virtually fall asleep. Through
this process, you should be able to enter
your dreams without ever losing con-
scious awareness.

Before you proceed with this exercise,
please read the rest of the instructions for
day one in advance. lf possible, ask a
friehd to guide you through the relaxation
exercise that follows. lf that is not possi-
ble, record your own voice reading the
following instructions on a cassette tape
before you begin. (lf a friend does con-
duct the exercise the first t ime through,



we still recommend that you tape the
reading so that you will have it for the fu-
ture.) Whether you or your friend records
the  ins t ruc t ions ,  remember  to  pause
where indicated for a second or two.

To start, please find a private and com-
fortable place to lie down. Then play the
tape you have made or have your friend
slowly and quietly read the instructions
aloud step-by-step, exactly as they're
written below:

Take a deep breath, let it out slowlY,
slretch your muscles, and relax. Now
imagine thatwarm currents of mental en-
ergy are very slowly moving up from the
so/es of your feet toward your ankles.

Feelthe musc/es in your feet gradually
warming and relaxing asyou imaginethe
currentspassrng through them.

fPause] lmagine thatthe currents con-
tinue moving up through your calves
[Pause], into yanr thighs [Pause], thrangh
your hips [Pause] and buttocks [Pause],
and into your lower back and abdomen.
fPause] Proceed very slowly, giving
yourself time for each group of musc/es
to begin fully relaxing before allowing the
imaginary currentsto move ontothe next
areaof your body. fPause] Feelthe mus-
c/es in your legs becoming heavy, warm,
and relaxed and sinking down into the
chair beneath yan. [PauseJ When yan feel
your legs becoming deePlY relaxed,
imagine the currents moving in a clock-
wise motion around your abdomen

fPause], up along your spine [Pause],
and through the front of your torso into
your chest fPause] and shoulders. Feel
the muscles in your stomach and lower
back releasing any tightness or tension
as the current passes through them.

fPause] Allow a feeling of general well-
being to begin flowing through your body
along with the imaginary currents as you
continue to relax [Pause].

When the lower half of your body feels
relaxed [Pause], imagine the currents
flowing upward through your ribs and
shoulders [PauseJ-warmi ng and rel ax-
ing the upper part of your body [Pause]
and leaving your back and chest feeling
completely warm and free of any slress
or tension [PauseJ. lmagine the currents
turning around to move downward
through ywr arms and toward your fin-
gertps [Pause], swirling around through
yourfingers and hands, andthen moving
upward orrce rrnre fPause], backthragh
your arms and neck fPause] toward the
top of your head fPause].

Now feelthe musc/es in your neck and
face gradually becoming warm and re-
laxed as the imaginary currents pass
through them [PauseJ. Then imagine the
currents flowing out through the top of
your hedd [Pause], leaving your entire
body feeling comfortably warm fPause],
heavy [Pause], and relaxed [Pause] and
sinking down into the chair beneath you.

Once you gain experience, you should

"Turn your head and calculate."

be able to enter the state of alert relax-
ation more and more quickly without
needing anyone to read the instructions
to you. For day one, however, it is suffi-
cient simply to practice becoming deeply
relaxed while maintaining a state of men-
tal alertness, taking as much time and
using as much assistance as you need
to comfortably achieve this state.

Once you have entered the state of
alert relaxation, maintain it for 20 to 30
minutes before gradually bringing your-
self back to full waking consciousness.
You may accomplish this simply by wig-
gling your fingers and toes, concentrat-
ing on your immediate surroundings, and
opening your eyes.

DAY TWO: THE ADVENTURES
OF GUMBY

On day two you will move a step closer
to achieving the state of high lucidity. To'
day's session should be conducted at
least three hours before you normally go
to sleep. This will make you less likely to
just fall off into sleep while following the
instructions. Begin by selecting a private
room where you can lie down and relax
withcut being disturbed. The roorn sfnuld
be one in which you can play a television
set at low volume. lt would be ideal if the
television is connected to a videocas-
sette recorder (VCR), though this is not
absolutely essential. "

What is essential is that the television
or video recorder be set up to play a car-
toon show or nature feature for at least an
hour. As far as your choice of program
material, public{elevision nature pro-
grams would work well for this exercise
because they are broadcast without'dis-
turbing commeriial interruptions. We es-
pecially recommend, however, playing a
video cartoon or other animated feature
rich in the kind of surrealistic imagery
often found in dreams. Our own favorite
choice for this exercise would be any ad-
venture featuring the beloved Clayma-
tion character Gumby.

The Gumby character exists in a com-
pletely surrealistic and flexible reality that
often succeeds in capturing the quality
of dreams. Gumby, the master of this
reality, also possesses the kind of cre'
ative imagination it takes to respond ef-
fectively and with good humor to his
dreamlike experiences. Other appropri-
ate cartoons include The RealGhostbus-
ters, Jim Henson's MuPPet Babies,
Smurfs' Adventures, and Fantasia. We
also recommend Pee-wee's Playhouse.

Once you have selected an appropri-
ate video or television feature for this ex-
ercise, turn down the lights and turn on
the program at a low but clearly audible
volume. lt would also be helpful to re-
duce'the brightness on your television set
as much as possible without obliterating
the picture. Find a comfortable place
where you can lie down to watch the TV
without straining your neck. Get cozy and
enjoy the show for at least half an hour.
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lmagine yourself existing in the reality of
the television or video characters you're
observing, and let yourself absorb the
images as fully as possible.

After roughly 30 minutes have passed,
roll over on your back, close your eyes,
and continue listening to the television or
v ideo program P laY ing  in  the  back-
ground. Allow your imagination to fill in
the pictures to go along with the sounds
you're hearing.

As you do this, take a deeP breath,
stretch your muscles, and relax. While
continuing to focus on the background
sounds and any images they help to gen-
erate in your mind, imagine warm cur-
rents of mental energy very slowly mov-
ing up from the soles of your feet toward
your ankles. Then enter a state of alert
relaxation as you did on daY one.

As you become more and nrore deeply
relaxed, however, allow your thoughts to
drift off into the mental images generated
by the televis ion show You've been
watching. These images may be gener-
ated by memories of the show and by the
sounds continuing to play in the back-
ground. Before long you'll probably find
these images taking on a kind of spon-
taneous life of their own, having less to
do with the external sounds in the room
than with your own evolv ing internal
processes. Don't try to force this proc-
ess; rather, allow it to emerge on its own.
As much as possible, consciously ob-
serve your internal images without losing
awareness. You can accomplish this by
deliberately directing your attention back
toward the sounds coming from the tele-
vision set whenever you notice yourself
beginning to lose consciousness. As you
do this, tell yourself that you are con-
sciously alert and observing the impact
that these sounds have on your thoughts'

For now you should not be trying to fall
asleep whi le pract ic ing th is exercise.
Rather, you should attempt to sustain a
deep state of alert relaxation. lf you should
find yourself accidentally losing con-
scious awareness while practicing this
exercise, however, don't worry about it'
The moment you feel yourself returning
to consciousness, continue the exercise
from wherever you left off.

After 30 to 45 minutes, comPlete the
exercise by gradually focusing more and
more of your attention on the television
sounds playing in the background and
on your physical presence in your im-
mediate surroundings.

Just before you are ready to go to bed,
spend some time quietly watching the
same type of TV program You used for
the first part of this exercise. Then once
more enter the state of alert relaxation,
but this time let yourself drift off to sleep.

DAY THREE: HIGH LUCIDITY

On day three You will take the exer-
cises of the past two days one step fur-
ther and in the process reach the thresh-
old of high lucidity. Your goal for today: to
50  OMN|

generate what's known as hypnagogic
imagery, vivid but conscious mental pic-
tures that emerge as you hover between
wakefulness and sleep. You should be
able to follow your hypnagogic images
directly into a high lucid dream.

Begin today's session an hour before
you would normally go to bed. This will
enable you to carry out the exercise
completely and then follow it directly into
yourfullnight's sleep. As before, practice
in a private room where you can relax
and then sleep without being disturbed.
Again, arrange to play an appropriate
television or video program, at low vol-
ume and brightness, for at least an hour'
Please make sure that the episodes you
watch today are different from those you
viewed the day before. We also recom-
mend that, if at all possible, you arrange
to have your TV turned off after you have
fallen asleep. lf you are using a video re-
corder, it should simply turn itself off au-
tomatically at the end of the tape. lf you

6n orignt
and sunny spring daY might

signify that You
have a strong sense of inner

hopefulness,
whereas a barrage of hail

could indicate You
feel you're being attacked.)

are watching a TV without a VCR, You
might hook your set to a separate timer
so that it will automatically disconnect. Or,
alternatively, you can ask someone to
quietly slip in and turn off the television at
a prearranged time.

After you have made the arrange-
ments, lie back and absorb the images
you've selected. After about 30 minutes,
roll over on your back and close your
eyes. Then continue listening to the pro-
gram playing in the background while fill-
ing in the pictures with your own mental
images. As you do this, gradually enter a
state of alert relaxation.

As you become increasingly relaxed,
focus on your mental images while also
doing your best to maintain conscious
awareness. Allow your images to be-
come as spontaneous as possible' using
the audio input from the television to help
generate fresh images as earlier ones
fade. As much as possible, allow all of
your images to blend and interact with
one another and to take on a life of their
own. As the exercise continues, these
images shou ld  become increas ing ly
spontaneous, or hypnagogic, in nature.

Whenever you feel yourself losing con-
scious awareness, focus your attention
more intensely on the sound of the tele-
vision and say to yourself , I'm entering a
dream. Once again, the more sPonta-
neous and lifelike your mental images
become, the more likely you will be to
move directly into a dream without losing
conscious awareness.

Please be aware this is not a simPle
process for most people. ln our experi-
ence, most peoPle who successful lY
achieve the state of high lucidity do so
only with continued practice. Even if you
don't immediately find yourself moving
directly into dream lucidity from a waking
state, for ncnv it is sufficient to simply learn
and practice the basic technique.

lf, by some chance, You do achieve a
state of high lucidity tonight, we advise
that you passively witness the dream
without attempting to influence the im-
ages in any way. (You can handle only so
much at once.)

DAY FOUR: WINDS OF CHANGE

You will learn to shift your moods by
controlling the thunder and lightning in
your waking dreams.

Today you will continue to explore your
potential for high lucidity, in the process
gaining control over the details of your
waking dreams. Begin by cl"toosing a ns/v
video or television program to play for at
least an hour. Once again, begin this ex-
ercise about an hour before you would
rormallygoto bed, and use a roolr'lwhere
you can follow it through directly into a
full night's sleepwithout being disturbed.
Watch the program that you have cho-
sen for about 3O lninutes, absorbing the
images and enjoying the sfrow. Then roll
over, close your eyes, and enter a state
of alert  re laxat ion whi le concentrat-
ing on the sounds of the television in the
background.

As you become increasingly relaxed,
focus on remaining alert while the im-
ages in your mind become more and
more spontaneous, eventually turning
hypnagogic in nature. Then do your best
to follow these images directly and con-
sciously into a high lucid dream.

As soon as you notice that you're hav-
ing a high lucid dream, study the imme-
diate dream scenario. Remind yourself
that every detail in your dream is the
product of your unconscious creativity'
memories, and imagination. indeed, you
have not only created the most general
aspects of your dream setting but also
the tiniest and most specific details, from
the architectural design of a particular
dream building to the number of books
on a dream shelf.

As you observe your dream, PaY spe-
, cial attention to the weather. Chances are
that in this dream, as in most dreams, the
weather is something you would ordinari-
ly take for granted. Consider, however,
that the weather in your dream most cer-
ta in ly expresses something symbol ic
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about your present state of mind. A bright,
sunny spring day might signify a strong
inner hopefulness, for instance, while a
barrage of hail could indicate you feel
you're being attacked.

Now that you've noticed the weather,
focus all of your energies on deliberately
changing i t .  l f  you're exper iencing a
sweltering summer afternoon in down-
town Los Angeles, for example, concen-
trate on making it snow. lf you're lost in
the middle of some dream desert, try in-
voking a heavy rain. Even if your dream
takes place in a house, there's nothing
except the boundaries of your imagina-
tion to prevent you from creating a thun-
derstormwithin itswalls. And even if your
dream takes place underwate[ you might
still summon a gentle spring wind.

As you deliberately alter the weather in
your high lucid dream, notice howhe nsry
climate both reflects and influences your
underlying mood. By consciously influ-
encing weaffrer as suggested abwe, yot-t
will take an important step toward cus-
tom-designing brodder aspects of your
waking dreans. You will also have learned
a simple method of assessing, in sym-
bolic terms, the underlying atmosphere
of your own psychological state. Perhaps
most important, you may use this tech-
nique as a means of deliberately influ-
encing your state of mind as you dream.
You might invoke a thunderstorm, thus
expressing anger, or calm yourself by

creating a gentle dream rain. You might
even stimulate your potential for self-
healing by envisioning yourself absorb-
ing the nurturing rays of the sun or burn-
ing out a fever in an active volcano.

Please remember to record all your
high lucid dreams, paying specialatten-
tion to the weather. Take special note of
the relationship between your dream
weather and your moods.

Also remember that altering the details
of a conscious dream takes practice. At
first, such efforts may even result in the
termination of the dream. lf this occurs,
just  cont inue to change the dream
weather in your imagination. At the same
time, allow yourself to fall back into your
high lucid dream.

DAY FIVE: SHIFTING SANDS

Traverse continents and centuries
through a simple expressio n of con-
scr'ous freewill.

By now you should be readY to gen-
erate hypnagogic imagery on your own,
without the assistance of a television
playing in the background. Therefore be'
gin by lying on your back in bed and en-
tering a state of alert relaxation. This time,
however, leave the TV off. Because you'll
once again be following this exercise di-
rectly into a night's sleep, you should be
gin about an hour before your usual bed-
time. This time, instead of focusing on the
television playing in the background, fo-

cus your attention on any hypnagogic
images that emerge.

ln nrost cases these images will emerge
spontaneously, without conscious assist-
ance. lf this does not happen for you
shortly after closing your eyes, the proc-
ess may be helped along by pulling up
random memory fragments from experi-
ences you had earlier in the day. Think
about some of the interest ing th ings
you've encountered during the course of
yourday, and imaginethem interacting in
sofre sunealistic fashion in yanr mind. For
instance, you might imagine that chicken
wing you had for lunch sprouting a mouth
and eyes and starting a conversation with
your car radio.

As you feel  yoursel f  becoming in-
creasingly relaxed, give yourself permis-
sion to have a lucid dream. Then remain
alert while observing your hypnagogic
images, doing yo,rr best to follow them
consciously into a high lucid dream.

Once you find yourself in a high lucid
dream, observe your immediate dream
sunoundirrgs, taking particular note of the
weather.  Then imagine a compel l ing
place completely different from the one
represented in your cunent dream. lf your
dream opens up on a city street, for ex-
ample, you might imagine a clearing in
the forest. lf your dream opens on a Ti-
betan nrotrntaintop, you might conjure the
middle of the Brooklyn Bri{ge.

When you've thought of  a sui tably
compel l ing locat ion,  concentrate on
transforming the original setting of your
dream into the new dream environment.
Just close your eyes while focusing on
the new locale. With practice, you should
be able to willyour original dream setting
to dissolve while the new setting elrerges
from behind it. Continue practicing this
exercise until you've managed to expe-
rience at least one recognizable change
in your high lucid dream environment by
a simple expression of conscious free will.

lf your dream images halt when you
shift the scene, continue the exercise in
your semiconscious imagination. Please
remember to record any high lucid
dreams, taking special note of shifts in
weather and locale. Consider the possi-
ble psychological and symbolic signifi-
cance of your dream scenarios and re'
cord these as well.

DAY SIX: TRADING PLACES

From Wonder Woman to Barbara Eush
to the Blob, you can be anyone you want
in your high lucid dreams.

Tonight you willtrade places with your
dream characters in hopes of gaining di-
rect insight into the significance of their
presence in your high lucid dreams.

Once again, begin by entering a state
of alert relaxation and inducing a high lu-
cid dream. When you find yourself in a
waking dream, pay particular attention to
the characters you encounter. lf you hap-
pen to be alone at the start of your high
lucid dream, go for a walk, swim, or f ly
CONTINUED OI'J PAGE 9452 OMN|



DREAM
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 52

Continue practicing this exercise.until

vou've managed to experience at least

one role reversal in the course of your high

lucid dreams. You may then either prac-

tice consciously changing perspectives

and taking on the roles of additional
dream characters or just opt to complete
the dream from the new character's per-

spective. You may even decide to retu.rn
to your original character, tapptng any ln-

signts you may have gained from your

role-reversal exPerience.
lf you feel yourself returning to normal

consciousness in the middle of tlte exer-

cise, complete at least one role reversal
in your imagination.

i'lease remember to record your role-

reversaldreams on a piece of paper, tak-
ing special note of any insights yo..Y may

hive'gained by trading places with var-

ious dream characters.

DAY SEVEN: DREAM SHRINKS

You witl gain access to htdden stores

of energy,wisdom, and experience from

the psychotherapist of your dregms'
Sbme of us pay our psychotherapists

thousands of d'ollars ayea( iust to clarify
our thoughts, putting into proper per-

spective things that' in the deepest re-

cesses of our mind, we already know' On

day seven you will learn to call upon the

higher wisd'om of a therapist in your wak-

in! dreams. lnvoking this personal dream

ouide. vou should gain access to infor-
iration hiOOen in the farthest reaches of

vour unconscious mind.
To prepare for this dream session on

the analyst's couch, spend the day ob-

serving your relationship with the world'
How d-o-you interact with other people?
How is your mood influenced bY Your
surroundings? How do you react to dif-
ferent types of weather, traffic, music,
conversaiion, and noise? Hcw do you feel
about your life and yourself? Can you

chart the ebbs and flows of your moods
as you go through the daY?

Sometime during the day, find a quiet
place where you can sit and reflect upon
the condition of your personal life. Where
are you at this point in your life, especially
in relation to the fantasies you had as a
child? Are there any recurrent themes or
ideas that have motivated you as you've
grown older? Are there any psychologi-
6al blocks or other obstacles that have
prevented you from achieving all you

once dreamed of? Allow your thoughts to

come and go easilY'
Now imagine what it would be like to

have a persbnal confidant and therapist
who completely understands your lnner-
most thoughts and feelings and could
also offer you remarkable insights on
overcoming the di f f icul t ies you face'
lmagine, in hs much detail as possible,

exadtty what such an individual would

around untilyou come across some other
life form. Whatever the appearance of thls
l i fe form-be i t  Wonder Woman, the
Cheshire Cat, or the Blob-there can be
no doubt that its presence is a function
of your own unconscious creative proc-

esies. As dream researchers have long
pointed out, every character. who ap-

oears in vour dreams-even those who
play the part of familiar figures in your

everyday life-expresses some aspect
of your inner self. Put simply, you play the
patt of every character in your dreams' lt

is therefore within your power to con-

sciously shift perspectives with any one

of your dream characters'
For tonight's exercise pick out an inter-

esting dream characterand imagine how
your dream experience might appear
irom the other character's perspective'
lmagine yourself actually trading places

with-this characterand then looking back
at the character you were previously
playing in your high lucid dream.' What
would-your new dream self say. to your

old dream self about the scenario you're
presently experiencing? How do, your

ieletings about yourself and your dream
shift ihen you iake on the viewpoint of

the other character?
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"Don't be alarmed. /t'siust evohttion'"
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look like. Would this person be a wise old
woman with flowing gray hair, a middle_
aged male psychiatrist in a three_piece
suit, a hard-boiled detective from d fnir_
ties movie, or a giant white rabbit named
Binkey? Would he or she wear perfume,
carry a briefcase, smoke fat cigars, or
consume a constant supply of fresh car_
rots? lmagine yoursett sitting with your"therapist" 

at this moment, siaring your
most personal feelings with him or-her.
Continue with this parl of the exercise for
at least half an hour before going about
the rest of your day's activitids.

Begin the next part of this exercise
about an hour before you plan to qo to
sleep. Gather together a small numder of
objects that symbolize some significant
aspects of your fife. you might, for ex_
ample, choose your baby shoes, a pho_
tographof yourself as a child, a diploma,
an old love letter, your Congressional
Medal of Honor, and a religiouis or spiri_
tualsymbol. While you're at it, choose one
additional object that expresses some
recurrent concern in your personal life_
a tattered valentine to represent seem_
ingly constant troubles in romance, for in_
stance, or an uncashed payroll check to
symbolize your ongoing angst and con_
fusion about where you re gioing in your
Career. Place these objects-on a nignt ta_
ble or chair beside your bed and {uietly
contemplate their individuaf significance.
You can afso enhance the almosphere
by burning incense and playing music in
the background.

When you're ready,get in bed and take
out your dream journal. Then create a
phrase that expresses some overalf con_
cern you have about the current state of
your life. Forthis exercise don't just focus
on narrow concerns, such as your per_
petually confusing relationship with your
boyfriend, Melvin. fnstead, direct your at_
tention toward more global concerns,
such as the generally troublesome on_
going history of all your sexual relation_
ships with men or women. For example,
inste_ad of writing, "Do I really love Melvin
at all?" write something like, "Why 

do I
always seem to wind up with shallow,
egotistical, insensitive, ill-mannered, and
unfaithfulslobs like Melvin?" Then turn out
the lights and enter the state of alert re_
laxation. Once you have done so, at_
tempt to enter the state of high lucidity
directly from waking consciouiness.

We suggest that you allow your uncon_
sgrous mind to provide you with a suit_
able dream scenario foi exploring your
concerns. your main focus snoutd be
upgn seeking out a dream therapist to
assist you in gaining insight into your
waking life.

Toward this end, as soon as you find
yourself in the midst of a high lucid dream,
look around for the theripist you envi_
sioned earlier in the day. Don,t worry,
however, if you don't encounter this indl_
vidual right away. Just explore your dream
environment in any way that seems ap_
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propriate to the setting_by foot, by car,
or even by flying. Continue to exploie un_
til you come across the individual vou're
seeking. And remember, once your rn_
conscious mind has added its infiut, your
9t"?r.Jlgrapist may not fook exactty tit<e
the^individual you consciously imagined.

Once you encounter your Orearn'tner_
apist, ycrJ may use the opportunity to seek
his or her advice and insights onyour tife
In !1" waking world. Since your therapist
is the embodiment of all the memories
and experiences residing in your con_
scious and unconscious hinO, he, she,
or it should have access to the most inti_
mate details of your life. Therefore your
dream therapist should be able to 6ffer
you some surpr is ing ly  cand id  and
straightforward input about how you're
handling your personal existenc6. put
simply, your inner self may know more
about what's good for you than your con_
scious self may be willing or able to ad_
mit. By meeting this inneiself in the form

yo.y in boosting your immune response.
When you first wa.ke up in the morning,

notice tfle way your body feels as you get
out of bed. Do you feel full of energy,
rgady to jump in the shower and bound
off to work like a powerful gazelle? Or do
you feel more like a hunted deer, shot by
a tranquilizer gun and fading fast? Does
it take several gallons of slrong, black
coffee to get you moving? Or-ire the
morning sunshine and a gtass of chilled
orange juice enough to make you feel
alive and alert?

Notice fre kind of relationship you have
with your body a: you go about your day.
Do you purposely avoid even the slighl_
est opporlunlty for exercise and gorge
yourself with junk food? Do you smoke?
Or do you maintain a macroOiotic diet and
typical ly spend your eveninqs at  the
health. club sipping tomato juicL, taking
aerobics classes, and fiftingweights? li
short, what is your attitude towa"rd your
body? How is this attitude reflected in
your.diet, dress, and general level of
physical activity?

As you did during he fast exercise, find
a quiet place where you can relax for 3O
minutes during the day and consjder the
curent state of your health. Are there any
chronic health problems that have trou_
^bled yorr for a long time? What about other
neafth concerns that may have begun
troubling you only recenily? Do you think
or yoursef as generally robust or as a
more or less sickly individual? Allow your
thoughts about your physical heafth to
come and go easily without holding on to
them or analyzing them too closeli.

Now imagine what it would be,like to
have a persbnal healer who constantly
monitors your physical health and assists
you.in taking care of your body. What
would such an individual look like? A
primitive tribalwitch doctor in full regalia?
Or an elderly surgeon with a white"coat
and stethoscope? picture yourself sitting
with your imaginary healer, describin!
your personal health history from child-_
hood on. Continue with thii part of the
exercise for at least 30 minutes before
golg about the rest of your day.

Begin the next part of this exercise
about an hour before you plan to qo to
bed. Choose an objeit that symbo]izes
some significant concern about the cur_
rent state of your physical health. you
might, for example, choose a giant bag
ol greasy potato chips to symbolize con_
cern over your diet (don't make the prob_
lem worse by eating theml) or an old shoe
to symbolize problems with your feet.
Place the object near your OeOllOe while
quietly contemplating its symbolic signif_
icance. You might consider-enhancinj the
atmosphere  by  burn ing  incense and
plgVinO music in the bactiground.

When you feel ready, glt in bed and
express your most pressing health con_
cern on a sheet of paper. you might write,"How 

can I lose 50 pounds?', 5r ,,What
can I do about my allergies?"
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6lmagine
trading p/aces with one of

the characters
in your dreams. What do you

think your new dream
se/f would say to your old

dream se// about
the action in your dreamsD

of a personal therapist or guide in a high
lucid dream, you may be able to con_
sciously benefit from the hidden wisdom
of yotrr unconsciot-rs mind. The nrore often
you practice this exercise, the more inci_
sive your insights should become.

Please don't worry or feel pressured if
you don't meet your dream therapist the
rtrst  t tme you pract ice th is exercise.
unances are that the dream you do have
will.express your unconscious thoughts
and feelings about the concerns yoJ fo_
cused on during the day. With continued
practice you may eventually learn to meet
with your dream therapisi on a regular
basis. You may even establish a wYhole
society of dream therapists from a variety
of high lucid dreams. Remember, under
no circumstances should you ever use
this exercise to replace conventional
psychiatric tieatment.

lmagine a personal healer who'moni_
tors and enhances your physical heatth.

Today you will expand upon the dream
therapist technique by invoking the im_
age of a personal dream healeito assist
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Then turn out the lights and use the
alert relaxation technique to induce a high
lucid dream. Once you've entered the
state of alert relaxation, focus in your
mind's eye on the image of the object that
you have chosen and on the words in the
phrase you have written down earlier.
A lso  focus  on  your  genera l  thoughts
about your body.

Once you are in the midst of a high
lucid dream, focus on finding your dream
healer much as you focused on finding
your dream therapist the night before.
When you do finally encounter this indi-
vidual, seek advice about your most
pressing physical concerns.

Remember, your dream healer repre-
sents a symbolic bridge between your
conscious and unconscious minds. He,
she, or it may therefore help you com-
municate with yourself at a deep inner
level about the steps you need to take to
improve your physical condition.

lf that were all this exercise is good for,
however, the dream healer would be little
more than a very specialized version of
the dream therapist. In fact, the real po-
tential of the dream healer exercise be-
gins where the dream therapist tech-
nique leaves off.

To experience the greatest benefit from
your dream healer, you might request a
symbol ic remedy for some physical
problem. Yourdream healer might lay his
hands on some part of your dream body
to offer you some "healing energy." Your
healer might also offer you medicine or
guide you to some heal ing environ-
ment-such as a warm salt sea, where
you can envision yourself thriving in the
healing rays of the afternoon sun.

In an advanced version of this exer-
cise, you may even serve as your owrl
dream healer, directly incubating thera-
peut ic  d ream scenar ios .  Indeed,  a
mounting body of scientif ic evidence
strongly suggests that such creative vi-
sualization exerts a powerful influence
over your immune system by assisting
you in rnobilizing your inner defenses and
boosting your psychological response to
disease. Nowhere has this concept been
shown more clearly than in the work of
radiation oncologist Paul Sinronton and
his wife, Stephanie, a psychotherapist.
Using mental imagery along with tradi-
t ional  medicine, the Simontons have
shown that attitudes and feelings can af-
iect basic health: Patients coming to their
Cancer Counseling and Research Cen-
ter in Dallas, in fact, have a recovery rate
twice the national average.

To mobilize your body's immune sys-
tem in this way, first find an appropriate
symbol for the offending illness or dis-
ease and place it near your bed. lf you
suffer from migraine headaches, for in-
stance, you might imagine the symptoms
in the form of a twisted, overgrown weed.
You could then envision digging up such
a weed in a nearby lot or park. Before
you induce a high lucid dream, just write,

"l will now overcome my headaches in
my dreams" on a sheet of paper, and fo-
cus on that idea as you enter and sustain
the state of alert relaxation. Once you find
yourself in a high lucid dream, seek out
the weed and somehow destroy it: You
might, for instance, kill it with poison gas,
blow it up with dynamite, or chop it to
pieces with an ax.

Alternatively, you might simply use this
advanced method to try to boost your im-
munity to disease. For instance, envision
your immune cells as tiny seeds. In your
high lucid dream, you can generate im-
agery in which these seeds grow into
lush, healthy plants.

Whether you invoke the image of a
dream healer or use straightforward
guided imagery to boost your health, we
caution you to evaluate the input of your
dream healer in the light of common
sense. Under no circumstance should you
ever use this exercise to replace conven-
tional medical or psychiatric treatment.
Dream healing may, however, help you
respond positively to such treatment,
thereby providing an additional line of
psychological defense againsl disease.

Please don't worry if you do not meet
your dream healer the first time you prac-
tice this exercise. Any dream you do have
will probably provide you with insights,
drawn from your own unconscious, into
the way you've been approaching your
physical health.

DAYS NINE AND TEN:
TOWARD H IGHER CONSCIOUSNESS

Exploring the land of illusions, you will
encounter reality beyond the phantas-
magoric veil of the dream.

There is a moment, upon just waking
up from a dream, when you experience
a startling shift in perspective; in that mo-
ment, you realize that the life you were
most recently leading-the life in your
dream-was merely a product of your
imagination. In thistransition period, your
return to the waking world often seems
like the termination of an illusion. As you
must realize by now, moreover, awaken-
ing from a high lucid dream can be just
as startling. That's because the con-
scious realization that you are dreaming
does not dilute the power of your dream
identity at all.

In one of our all{ime favorite dreams,
the dreamer found himself in an amuse-
ment park, confronting a magnificent
roller coaster with a sign that read, lrre.
The dreamer took a seat in the front car
of the coaster and handed his ticket to
the ride operator. "Ready to go?" thc op-
erator asked the dreamer. "You know it's
a hel lof  an i l lusion!"

"l'm sure I can handle it," the dreamer
said. "l've been on this ride before." With
this. the roller coaster ride commenced.
The scenario of the amusement park
faded. and the dreilmer fornd himself
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Discover the
power of
Mental Fitness.

lmagine having the personal power to induce
relaxation, a((elerate learning abilities and
change behavioral problems at the touch of
a button. The MC2 enables you to do just that.
In just minutes, through the use of synchronized
light and sound patterns, the MC2 guides you
to a brainwave state of Alpha (meditativel and
Theta (creative, superlearni n g state). Easi ly
attach cassette/CD player t0 maximize tape/
disc effectiveness.
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internal computer with l0 preset options (15-75
min.), a set of headphones and light producing
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Experience the latest in Whole Brain
5ynchronicity.
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(includes postage and handling).
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MC2- DREAMACHINE*

All Jerrold, Oak, Hamlin, Ze-
nith, Scientific Ailanta, Mag-
navox and all specialized ca-
ble equipment available for
shipment within 24 hours.
For fast service MCA/ISA or
C.O.D. telephone orders ac-
cepted (800) 648-9030 60
Day Guarantee (Quanti ty
Discounts) 8 A.M. to 5 p.M.
C.S.T .  CLOSED WEEK-
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Stamped enve lope (600
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lulng born as an infant in another reality.
Before long, the dreamer saw himsejf
growing.up, going to school, graduating,
developing a career, getting marrieO,
having a family, growing old,-and even_
tually dying. All of this seemed to cover a
life span of roughly 70org0years. As the
dreamer f inally felt his life fading away, he
heard the sounds of the roller coaster
slowing down in the background. In a
moment, he found himself back in the
amusement park, looking up at the ride
operator from his seat in the roller coast_
er's front car."Well," 

the operator asked him. ,,how
was it? Learn anything?""That was pret ty incredible,"  the
dreamer said, suddenfy aware that he

EI
7la

was experiencing this alternate reality in
a dream. Now thoroughly lucid and hop
ing to take the dream further still, he
handed the operator another ticket. "This
time," he said, "l'd like to be someone
else." The roller coaster started again, and
the dreamer immediately woke up.
Needless to say, upon awakening from
this dream, the dreamer could not netp
but wonder whether he was returning to
an absolutely tangible real i ty or was
merely experiencing yet another graphic,
convincing illusion.

The dreamer came away from this
dream somehow changed: The.gnoment
of. awakening jogged somethin! in nis
mind so that he experienced a s-ense of
expanded consciousness. The illusory
nature of his dream helped him undei_
stand something profound about the il_
lusory nature of his own waking life.
Moreover, the dreamer felt more-com-
fortable with the concept of death. In_
deed, he viewed it more than ever as part
of the farger, cosmic scheme of thing's_
something he could, in effect, transcend.
felfans most important, he recognized
In nts dream identity a deep and long_
hidden part of his inner self.'

lndeed, high lucid dreamers who
speld a great dealof time merely manip
ulating their dreams may eventually lose
sight of their greater potential: to con_
sciously explore the unconscious, thus
gejling a better grasp of what they want
in life and who they are.

On days nine and ten you willembark
upon a journey toward higher conscious-
ness. Your goal will be to explore the shift
in perspective you undergo as you wake
up, turning from an imaginary character
in dreamland to your everyday self. By
doing so, you can literally cariy the les-
sons of your dreams into your everyday
life, becoming a more futfitteO and'seli-
aware version of the person you truly are.
11 lhe.process, you may atso gain in-
sights intci philosophical dilemmJs rang-
ing from the nature of reality to the mean-
ing of death to the concept of God.

You can start on day nine by choosing
a 30-minute period during some quiel
part of the day; spend the time consid-
ering the things that make you uniquely
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you. Do you wear big floppy hats? Blue
mascara and aquamarine contact lens-
es? A giant fur coat you bought from the
Salvation Army in 1966? Do you make love
at midday in the office rest room or have
a penchant for mayonnaise on your sala-
mi sandwich for lunch? Do you give ten-
dollar bills to the homeless or hang post-
ers of John Travolta on your wall? What-
ever your quirks, whatever your special-
ties, review them now. When the period
has ended, drop this line of thought and
go about the rest of your day.

Just before you go to bed, write these
words on a piece of paper: "Let my
deepest sel f  f ind expression in my
dreams." Then turn off the light, enter a
state of alert relaxation, and induce a high
lucid dream. Whenever you recognize
that you are dreaming, pay particular at-
tention to the way you feel toward the
identity you have assumed within the
dream. Ask yoursell, Who do I seem to
be now? and notice the way your sense
of yourself subtly shifts when you focus
on this question. Instead of attempting to
change elements in your dream just for
fun, allow your dream personality to ex-
plcre the rich and varied environment your
spbconscious has seen fit to create. See
that dirt road down there? lnstead of
changing it to a superhighway, just follow
it. lf, along the way, you see a mountain
range, climb or fly over it to see what lies
beyond. And if you pass a house by the
side of the road, take this opportunity to
go inside. lf the house harbors a witch,
listen to her incantation-sq6l, if you can,
tell her the details of your life as an entity
in a dream.

Remember, dream control is best ap-
proached only as an aid to greater dis-
covery. One particularly effective-and
very advanced-way to accomplish this
is not to deliberately change a particular
dream prop, scene, or character but to
call upon your dreams to alter them-
selves. In this way their symbolic mean-
ing may become especially clear.

You might, for example, tum toward the
image of Godzilla chasing you through
the dream ruins of Tokyo and ask, in any
way that seems appropriate, Wha or what
are you, and where the hell am l? As you
express this thought, yourdream images
might actually "weave" themselves into a
form that makes their meaning clear. Does
Godzilla ravaging Tokyo turn into an im-
age of your mother kicking over your
blocks in your room when you were three?
Or does the famous Japanese monster
turn into a fleet of shiny new Toyotas dev-
astating your Chevy dealership? As your
dream symbols become increasingly
clear, you will realize they represent your-
self, your job, and your family, as well as
death and reality and God.

As you navigate the dream terrain, re-
mind yourself that you are in the midst of
your own, self-induced illusion and that a
much broader reality exists beyond the
veil of the dream. Do not be concerned
100 O|\ /Nl

i f  turning your at tent ion toward such
thoughts has the effect of terminating a
particular high lucid dream, since the next
part of this exercise is meant to be prac-
ticed immediately upon awakening from
such an experience.

ln the moment that you notice yourself
returning to normal waking conscious-
ness, repeat the question that you asked
yourself in the dream: Who do I seeim to
be now? Remember the way you felt
about yourself in your most recent dream
and compare that experience with your
sense of yourself in this moment. Look
around at the everyday world and ask
yourself if there may be a broader real-
ity-in whatever way you wish to define
this concept for yourself-beyond the
limits of your ordinary perceptions. ls this
other reality a deeper, more vibrant realm
that you simply cannot perceive from the
waking state, just as you cannot perceive
waking reality while in a dream?

Continue asking yourself these ques-
tions from time to time thrcugfucr.rt day ten:
Wtn exactly do I seem to fu tw/? ls there
a broader reality beyond my everyday
perceptions?Also think about the dream
exploration you conducted the night be-
fore; focus especially on the precise mo-
ment of transition between sleep and
wakefulness.

You.will bring this exercise to its con-
clusion on day ten, when, if you are for-
tunate, you will attain a sense of tran-
scendence and a deeper understanding
of the waking vrorld. Before you go to bed,
consider what the experience of tran-
scendence might include fOr yotr: a sense
of connectedness with something greater
than your individual identity; a feeling of
timelessness that blurs the distinction
between past, present, and future; a
feeling of profound meaningfulness in
which you experience insights into the
nature of reality and existence; a sense
of religious reverie; or simply a sense of
objectivity toward mundane concerns.
Also remember the last time you felt such
feelings in a deep and profound way.

Then, right before you go to sleep, draw
a picture-any related picture that cornes
to mind-on a sheet of paper. Finally, fo-
cus on that drawing as you induce a high
lucid dream. Then remember to seek
those special feelings of transcendence
as you explore the rich dream terrain. In
this way you can call upon the wisdom of
your inner self to provide you with a tran-
scendent waking dream. Remember, the
moment you wake up, note how your
sense of reality shifts. In that rnoment, also
cons ider  the  un iverse  tha t  migh t  be
beckoning frop beyond the limits of your
senses-if the veil of ordinary reality
could only be swept away.OO

Copyright @ 7989 by Keith Harary, Ph.D., and
Pamela Weintraub. Reprinted from the book
Lucid Dreams in 30 Days: The Creative Sleep
Program, recently published by St. Martin's
Press, lnc., New York.
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direct route to space and would bring
space travel up to the twenty-first cen-
tury," he says.

The $5 trillion cost of getting the train
off the drawing board would be 20 times
the total expenditure ($ZSO billion)for U.S.
space programs over the last three dec-
ades. Moreover, its construction could
take as long as 15 years-unless there is
a breakthrough in tunneling technology.
(The Panama Canal, by conrparison, took
only about a decade to build.) The 62G
mile space train tunnelwould be the larg-
est tunneling venture in the world. (The
New York subway system totals only 450
miles, and the superconducting super
collider will be 53 miles. ) 

"The space train
would be a megaproject," acknowledges
Diamandis. "lt would be the largest con-
struction effort ever undertaken by man."
As such itwould require internationalco.
operation and financing. Once this enor-
mous initial investment was made, easier
access to space could lead to such ad-
vances as increased scientific research,
asteroid mining, zero-g manufacturing,
and lunar and Martian colonization, he
argues. In addition, the spinoffs from the
space train project would benefit more
earthly endeavors, such ab tne develop
ment of superfast trains, cheap solar cells,
advances in the storage of electricity, and
superconductor research.

Although the political and financial is-
sues posed by the space train project are
complex and staggering, they must be
faced if mankind is to move into space."On balance, it's very unlikely that the
space train will be used on Earth during
our generation-or the foreseeable fu-
ture," says David.Webb, resident scholar
at the Florida Space Research Commis-
sion and a former member of President
Reagan's National Cornmission on Space."But Da Vinci was talking about the heli-
copter five hundred years ago, and peo-
ple thought he was crazy.lt turns out he
wasn't. Hewas justway ahead of his time."

Now is the time to consider such futur-
istic-if not farfetched-ideas as the
space train. Although Da Vinci's flawed
designs would never have worked, his vi-
sionary foresighi paved the way for suc-
cessful helicopter pioneers. "lt will be a
while before one of these space trains is
built, maybe longer than I will live," ac-
knowledges the seventy-eight-year-oid
Marks. So he, like DaVinci, probablywm't'
see any practical-or financial-return
from his fantasy of flight. But that's all right."l did this thing for the fun of it," he says. .

For some who ponder the future of .
spacefaring, Marks's whimsical sense of
fun also has a serious, important side. "We
need to think about projects like the space'
train," says Webb. "We must develop new ,
cheaper [per pound]ways to get to space
or else we're not goingi'OCl


